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Testimonials
I finally helped my horses and people! I’ve installed 7 Texas Superior Animal Waterers in my stalls! Clean, cool
automatic fill system that’s reliable, maintenance free, easy to clean and long lasting. No more time messing around
with buckets! Yay! Thank you Fred Bray your service and guidance is both refreshing and expert. Anyone with horses
should have these in their barns, you can’t go wrong.
John “Tim” Travis – Hockley, Texas
I received my Texas Superior Waterers last winter which was one of the most extremely nasty cold winters that I can
remember. We installed units in a couple different locations which are both inside buildings that are not heated or
insulated and I saw the temperatures get as low as 10 degrees F inside the building. The heaters in these units
performed better than what I was told they would. They kept the water above freezing which was different than
competitors units mounted in the same building and costing a lot more. This waterer system is superior to others
that I have experienced. The units are very easy to install and supplies clean water all the time and the cleaning
process is quick and easy. I think these units overall design and performance is very smart and I will be getting more
units as soon as the weather warms. If you would like to talk with me about my experiences with these waterers feel
free to call me, Joel Myer at Myer Horse Company, Bernard, Iowa 563.599.3755
I don't think I have ever dealt with anyone or any company as professional or courteous as Fred Bray and Texas
Superior Animal Waterers. It has been an absolute joy to work with them. I originally purchased two waterers on
their web page and Fred personally called me to make sure that I understood what items I neglected to order and if I
was planning on purchasing them elsewhere. After talking to him I was convinced to allow him to send the items I
hadn't ordered which saved me money and a ton of time and heartache. The installation was so easy, and the
waterers are fantastic. They work better than advertised and I have ordered two more. Fred called me again to
make sure I was able to get the waterers installed without any problems and if I was satisfied with them. I can't say
enough good things about this company and their products.
~R. Clifton – Millsap, TX
All I can say is I love them. – Terry H. – Millsap, Texas
Tara & David L. – Cat Springs, Texas –We really love our Texas Superior Animal Waterers. Thanks again Fred Bray.
I originally purchased two Texas Superior Animal Waterer units and liked them so much that I quickly bought six
more! Four months later I added four more units to my barn; 2 for horses and 2 for show cattle. These units work
great, we have had no issues and they are easy to clean. We’re happy customers!
~Tracy O. – Hockley, TX
I want to stop and take the time to brag on my new waterers that I bought from Texas Superior Animal Waterers
designed by Fred Bray. Our barn has 48 automatic waterers that I have to replace repeatedly because of the rusting
and deterioration, especially at the bottom. When I first saw this new product I knew I wanted to give them a try and
I am glad I did. I instantly recognized how these units were professionally crafted, a bit larger, holding more water.
The drain is large and I installed a PVC ball valve which allows quick and easy cleaning without having to put your
hand in the water. The other thing I like is they are made of heavy duty stainless steel and will outlast other brands
by a long time. They also are easy to mount on the stall wall both level and straight. Being a horseman Fred’s
experience not only in the equine industry but also in the engineering business gave him the knowledge to design
and produce a top quality product with both the horse and the customer in mind. Since my original purchase I have
purchased about 15 more and I am not done yet. Great job and great product! You want to know first-hand give me
a call.
~Robin @ Cherry Creek Arena – Mont Belvieu, TX

Sending a big thank you to our friends at Texas Superior Animal Waterers! These waterers are wonderful; no more
leaks, rust or constant replacing of waterers. Not only are they easy to clean but almost indestructible and we all
know a stalled horse will try. We received and installed our first two waterers earlier this year and have been very
pleased and we are now installing 3 more! Thanks TSAW for your help in keeping our horses healthy with clean,
fresh water and reducing chore time by making the cleaning so fast and easy.
~SIRE Therapeutic Horsemanship – Richmond, TX
I have 4 units in my stalls and they are the best waterers that I have ever used. They are very easy to clean and it only
takes a matter of seconds. I highly recommend these waterers to everybody that I come in contact with that has
horses.
~J. Atkinson – Boling, TX
I am not only a retailer of Texas Superior Animal Waterers but I am also a user, I have them installed in my barn.
These automatic waterers are the best ones that I have ever seen. I think they are better than a top of the line brand
that retails for about twice the price. These units are durable and made of quality stainless steel that should last a
lifetime. My customers that have purchased these are all pleased, not a single complaint. This is definitely a quality
product. Come give me a visit and I will give you a demonstration.
~L. Allen, Allen’s Western Wear & Saddlery – Pasadena, TX
I am writing this letter to tell you how pleased I am with your automatic waterers. I installed several in horse stalls
and I am very satisfied. They fill fast, are durable and easy to clean. Best of all, they are virtually indestructible. I put
one in the stall of a show steer that had a bad habit of destroying every watering device we provided him. After
several months the automatic waterer looks as good as new and works perfectly. Thanks for a great product.
~Russell K., Anchor K Ranch – Raymondville, TX
For the past several years we used another brand of waterer but continually experienced leakage, rusting and
general deterioration. After seeing the Texas Superior Animal Waterer, we purchased six units. We placed 4 units in
our barn and 2 in turn-out paddocks. Since installation there has been absolutely no maintenance. We have
observed that when our horses are turned out, they actually prefer drinking the fresh water from the Texas Superior
Animal Waterer in lieu of the water trough. We cannot say enough good things about these units. They are the best
value for the money and we highly recommend them to anyone in the horse industry.
~John and Sandy B – Brookshire, TX
These automatic waterers are durable and hold up very well to the day-to-day use of horses and they won’t fall
apart. We received our first waterer in January 2017 and we have not had one maintenance issue with them at all.
The ones we use have flow meters and that helps keep track of just how much water your horse is drinking. This is
very important in keeping your horse healthy and maintained while in training, especially if it’s hot. It is also
important during cold winter months when they tend to drink less or even when one is sick. The flow meter is
extremely helpful. You can’t go wrong with these waterers. They are strong, maintenance free and long lasting. Well
worth the money.
~David and Stacy S – Cooper, TX
Since installing my waterer units I have not experienced the maintenance issues, especially with the floats as I did
with the others that I previously had. These don’t let the water spill and make a mess in the horses stall. Therefore,
my stable hand has less clean up to do and he likes that. I highly recommend these waterers to anyone that keeps
their horses stabled.
~Joe S. – Waller, TX
I recently installed a Texas Superior Animal Waterer in the barn and I LOVE it! No more dragging out the hose and
scrubbing buckets and the best thing is – my horses have clean, fresh water all the time. Thanks Texas Superior
Animal Waterer for designing such a cool automatic waterer.
~Sandy M. – Needville, TX

